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Thank you to the following people and organizations 
who assisted in making IDENTIFY a success:

The 17 contributing artists for their quality work and 
professionalism (named overleaf)

Guest speaker, Michael Kempson - Course Convenor of 
printmaking UNSW Art and Design

Robert Musgrave for assembling this zine

Robbie Karmel, Monster Mouse gallery coordinator, Marrickville

Monster Mouse for the provision of an aff ordable 
artist run exhibition space

ARC ‘This project has benefi ted from an 
Arts & Design Grant courtesy of Arc @ UNSW Limited’

AMF Magnetics for unframed hanging solutions

Springwood Printing Co. Pty Ltd
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AN   interesting thing can happen when responding to 

criteria set by an institution, art-prize or perhaps 

an exhibition theme. The work evolves, often 

thought to be uniquely related to said theme or criteria. However, 

often, a recurring topic or issue resurfaces, sometimes sub-

consciously, to reveal inner most ponderings or even emotions. 

This is certainly the case for Sarah Bradbury, BA Fine Arts 

undergraduate at University of New South Wales Art & Design 

who felt her print related works exploring macular degeneration, 

family ties and identity, were unrelated to her ceramics such as 

Usable which explores popular cultures de-valuation of women 

whereby woman becomes a construct of identity, via a marketable 

commodity, selling identity as a fashion accessory.  IDENTIFY, as 

a theme for an art exhibition, called for submissions in support of 

reliable associations to the theme or conversely a peripheral or 

even contrary perspective. Artists could explore the; who, what, 

when, where and how they have come to recognise themselves 

or others as distinguishable or set 

apart. Alternatively, artists might 

have explored a lack of identity and 

the inevitable journey necessary in 

the discovery of self. It’s the latter 

that applies to Bradbury’s work 

and indeed the ramifi cations of her 

moment of realisation for the connectivity between two separate 

bodies of work both materially and aesthetically (ceramics and 

printmaking) was a wonderful thing to behold and ultimately led 

to the germination of the title for this group show. Bradbury’s 
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inclusion of family belongings, complete the table setting of 

her own cast body parts eff ectively merging the ‘then’ with the 

‘now’ and ‘future’. This sophisticatedly abstract mapping of 

family is also evident in her print series which refers to her late 

grandfather’s loss of sight using blurring as a metaphor for the 

diffi  culty of fi nding ‘self’. The seeking of identity via revisiting 

old photographs is interesting also for its relatability. These 

photos could belong to anyone. Identify with everyone. I would 

like to thank Sarah for her contribution to IDENTIFY for inspiring 

its theme and producing strong work eff ectively tying the two 

represented mediums together as crucial to the underpinnings of 

this show.

The spirit of this exhibition, as a convivial space for 

exchange, is experienced by the intentional merging of 

communities, either directly involved with IDENTIFY as 

contributing artists and yourself as the observer, art 

enthusiast, familial supporter and arts industry persons. 

Participating Identifi er’s are geographically (Western 

Sydney, Sydney, Hawkesbury, Blue Mountains and the 

South Coast) and professionally (student, emerging, 

established, hobbyist) diverse however share much in common. 

Printmaking studios are shared spaces as are Ceramic studios. 

This is due to the expense and bulk of equipment and can 

result in working relationships, mixed dynamics and support. 

This formation of sub-communities such as the Hawkesbury 

Printmakers (HPI), Blue Mountains Artist Network (BMAN) and 

University of NSW colleagues and faculty have been brought 

together, prompted via my own relations with these locals, 
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Ulla Abildgaard

Breaking Free and Defeat are extensions of a body of work relating to breaking free from an 

abusive relationship. Breaking free is portraying a journey to fi nding oneself, breaking out of a 

prison and identifying with freedom. Defeat is winning within yourself, when identifying with 

your inner soul and not only fi nding happiness but showing it to the world in body expression 

and aura. Burning within, represents a burning desire for happiness however instead feeling only 

pain and the seeking of energy in order to cope and survive this. This destructive yet energizing 

state somehow enables you to break free and simultaneously identify with pain and nurture thus 

enabling the assistance of, namely children, who are inevitably involved. 

Ulla Abildgaard, Breaking Free
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Stella Chen

This ceramic performative piece explores the scepticism in relation to organic and non-organic 

food. The concept of The Vessel of Nature was inspired by onions; the various sized ceramic 

plates stacked together were inspired by the layers seen in onions. I use the layers in onions as a 

metaphor for the many stages of processing seen in modern food. The performance signifi es the 

consumption of the most basic form of food (onion seeds) by a non-human (ceramic) fi gure. Our 

bodies are vessels for the food we consume. In its purest form, food comes from the earth and 

embodies all its goodness and imperfections. We become what we eat; our bodies are vessels 

that contain nature itself. How we go about our lives, our interaction with nature and in particular 

our sources of food, identify the very essence of our being. 

Stella Chen, Vessel of Nature
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peoples and artists and a growing desire to see all benefi t one 

another. This initially sub-conscious merging has inherently 

informed the premise of the ensuing exhibition. Rinaldo Hartanto, 

current Masters Fine Arts candidate, contributed the lithograph, 

KarnaRuci, to IDENTIFY which is based on a traditional Javanese 

Philosophical esoteric story. KarnaRuci, could be understood to 

support notions of working dynamics as we each have something 

to teach and learn but fi rst we have to get out of our own way;

Written by Rinaldo Hartanto;     

KarnaRuci is derived from Karna (“ear” in old Javanese) and 

Ruci (a god in Javanese Wayang/shadow puppet Pantheon). As 

one of the most prominent stories in Javanese philosophy and 

esotericism, the tale of Dewa Ruci (God Ruci) tells about the 

quest of Bima, a prince-knight from Mahabharata epic, to fi nd 

the water of life. In the end of his journey, Bima encounters a 

dwarfi sh/childish version of himself claiming as Dewa Ruci. The 

god disproves the existence of the water of life and invites Bima 

to enter his left ear instead to learn about the true meaning of 

life. Bima stubbornly and mockingly rejects as he’s physically 

much bigger than Ruci. The dwarfi sh god then changes into 

a giant, enabling Bima to enter his left ear. Ashamed, Bima 

takes back his word and starts his meditation to spiritual 

enlightenment there. KarnaRuci is a retelling of self-encounter, 

self-refl ection and self-rediscovery as contemplation on one’s 

macrocosm and microcosm. By encountering his true self 

(Ruci), Bima is fi nally able to remove his mental barriers and 

arrogance, thus opening a new path into his enlightenment.
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The initial IDENTIFY artist call-out, invited the fi elds of expanded 

ceramics and printmaking with ‘multiple mediums encouraged 

in the resultant works’ the outcomes of which are evidenced in 

high impact works in both ceramics and printmaking which will 

no doubt animate and reward the viewer. Upon entry to Monster 

Mouse Studio’s foyer space, viewers will be faced with Blue 

Mountains artist, Linda Seiff ert’s suspended work, 

Enduring Matter, which plays with the positive and 

negative dynamics imperative to three-dimensional 

visualisation, whereby the eye plays an active part 

in continuing the work from the ground upwards. 

This piece has been exhibited at the Blue Mountains 

Cultural Centre and strengthens Seiff ert’s Sydney 

audience base.

Ceramic artist, printmaker and performer Stella Chen 

was originally approached in relation to a performative 

print work however had a prepared ceramic based 

performance which had never fully been realised. Chen 

has exhibited the stills of a photographic studio based action 

for, The Vessel of Nature at Gaff a gallery, 2015 and was thrilled 

about the opportunity to perform the piece live as was the original 

intention for the work. Performative works uniquely activate an 

exhibition opening as a social interstice, demanding attention 

and provoking relations, ‘the possibility of relational art (an art 

taking as its theoretical horizon the realm of human interactions 

and its social context, rather than the assertion of an independent 

and private symbolic space), points to a radical upheaval of the 

aesthetic, cultural and political goals introduced by modern art’ 

Linda Seiff ert , Enduring Matter
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Shiling Wu

Written by Lucy Brack: The oeuvre is inspired by Gyn Hanssen Pigott’s composition and abstract 

rhythmic motion and is drawn refl ection upon the art of painting itself: deeply inscribed in the 

history of modernism - made present most palpably by my exploration of process and practice, to 

achieve perfection through the unifi cation of the sensory experience. The musical note sequences 

are created through the varying vessel sizes and through careful placement of the vessels, 

off ering numerous combinations through forms and glazes, focusing on the aesthetic of luminous 

glaze and refl ective surface, creating discourse of technology, which reveal and inseparable 

relationship between form, motion and sound.

Shiling Wu, Throwing Notes
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Sheila Sharp

I have lived in the Hawkesbury area for over 30 years. I identify with the history of the region 

with its 5 Macquarie towns. I love the heritage buildings, the River, the trees and countryside, 

the farms with their crops, animals, fences and old barns, both wooden slab and covered with 

corrugated iron. I enjoy the challenge of depicting these features and textures through the 

process and outcomes of carving lino and this is refl ected in the works; Trio of Hawkesbury 

Views, and Hawkesbury Worship.

Sheila Sharp, St Mathews, Windsor

7

(Bourriaud 1998, p. 14) and thus plays a critically important role 

in an exhibition program. Chen’s installation and still will remain 

post-opening night performance. Shiling Wu presents her ceramic 

installation, Throwing Notes, with visual and audio accompaniment 

infusing the space with yet another sensory output for audience 

enjoyment.

Broadly, ‘Identifi er’s’ have explored; self, memory, space, place, 

gender, anxiety, censorship, vice, comfort, emotion, journey, 

upheaval, tradition, narrative, social constructs and liberation. 

The work is diverse and genuine in its association to theme and I 

congratulate the artists in their professionalism, comradery and 

dedication to IDENTIFY.

Katherine Kennedy - IDENTIFY Curator 

Bibliography

Bourriaud, N 1998, Relational aesthetics: foreword, accessed 17 August 2015, 

http://www.kim-cohen.com/seth_texts/artmusictheorytexts/Bourriaud%20

Relational%20Aesthetics.pdf
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Doug Schofi eld

My current artistic practice revolves around the borders and boundaries that exist between 

the artist and the environment in which they operate. In my most recent works I have explored 

my own connection or lack of identifi cation with an unfamiliar landscape as well as aiming to 

critically consider the traditional Western methods of understanding the Australian landscape 

by focusing on the man-made and naturally occurring borders and boundaries within arid far-

western New South Wales. Taking aesthetic inspiration from fences and roads, ridge-lines and 

rivers, and incorporating both micro and macro views, I have represented the environment in a 

reductionist style, attempting to depict it as a whole, both expansive and intensely intimate.

Doug Schofi eld, Fowler’s Gap- Micro/Macro (no.1)
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Sarah Bradbury

Within my practice I explore personal identity and the feelings of nostalgia, longing and loss. 

These emotions are a stimulus to exploring my own identity. My evolving body of silk-screen 

prints utilise a lack of sight, such as blurring, blocking and dots, as a metaphor for questions of 

self-image and is an investigation into these associated emotions. This lack of sight also relates 

to my late Grandad who had Macular Degeneration and was legally blind. His memory underpins 

and ignites the loss and nostalgia present in the work and ultimately provides connections for my 

own identity formation. My ceramic piece, Usable, comments on the way popular culture devalues 

a woman, reducing her worth to the way she looks and to specifi c parts of her body; boobs, 

booty, waistlines and thigh gaps becoming features that defi ne a woman rather than her greater 

qualities. Casting from my own body parts to create a set of dinnerware, I aim to show how the 

female body can be perceived as usable and objectifi ed within popular culture. Transforming my 

own body, casting specifi c identifi able elements, I aim to challenge the audience’s perception of 

objects and attitudes towards the way in which we view women’s bodies.

Sarah Bradbury, Something like this but not quite this
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Rinaldo Hartanto

Garuda & Menura (2015) is part of my ongoing ‘chimera’ project which examines 

multiculturalism in Australia from my observation as a foreigner. This project investigates cross 

culture and multiculturalism by using birds as symbols of migration, refugee and diaspora. In 

this way, birds become a metaphor for how people from diff erent backgrounds and countries; 

interact, ultimately infl uence or even change each other. Garuda is a mythical national bird of 

Indonesia and symbolises my own personal identity and to some extent Indonesia in general. 

Menura is the genus name of ‘lyrebird’ whose ability to speak diff erent ‘languages’ symbolises 

my observation of Australian multiculturalism. The substitution of body forms is, for me, a way to 

identify, draw parallels and represents an attempt to belong. 

Rinaldo Hartantao, Garuda & Menura
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Franz Anthony

Existence is a temporal attribute. All kinds of life fl ourish—and in turn they perish, passing on 

their remnants for others to thrive on. As decay is embraced, substances are salvaged, inherited 

to shape the next generation. Each frame in Legacy captures progression, as new marks emerge 

on scrap materials in their transformative journey into the unknown. Faint marks linger on the 

background, apparitions of life breathed in by their previous owners. As they adapt in response to 

their environment, we are left with a memento of how they once were, frozen in time. A reminder 

on how the past long-gone still persists embedded as a fraction of our ever-evolving identity.

Franz Anthony, Legacy
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Joy Myers Creed

For me, the nude is stripped of all pretence or self-importance and becomes instead, through 

my rendering, an image of honesty and vulnerability. An elder man, for example, fi nds his core 

personality, his ‘inner life’ identifi ed as his center full of the rich hidden infl uences of childhood 

memories. Or, perhaps a woman, who is brought low, seeks to humble herself having reached 

the end of her own capabilities and prostrates herself to ask for help. She might, at this point, 

identify with no one even though help is available and close at hand. By interpreting a models 

pose, my own inner life with its expression and hidden infl uences are revealed and messages 

like ‘humble yourself, help is available’, surface. Recent works combine life drawings, prints 

and Japanese papers (chine colle) and ultimately, explore the mystery of the human condition of 

which I identify with.

Joy Myers Creed, Help
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Rachael Simpson

Anxiety is something that I suff er from every day and the one thing that I turn to is pillows, 

pockets, doona covers or anything that contains fl uff  that I can pick. This idiosyncrasy is 

something that happens automatically or unconsciously when I’m anxious, sometimes I go 

hunting for something to pick or I will search and search in the one corner till I fi nd the smallest 

piece of fuzz. By including my fl uff  habit into the artwork it is placing a personal part of myself 

within the series. Pillows witness and absorb my emotions and represent privacy (from behind 

closed doors) as comfort givers.

 Rachael Simpson, Thoughts Feelings and Actions (detail)
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Olivia Wilson

My art practice germinates from my love of walking; in experiencing and understanding the 

synchronicity that a walk can initiate, between the mind, the body and the environment. I work 

predominantly with printmaking, embracing the process driven nature of this medium. I create 

work that thinks alongside me; just as we unwind the essence of a landscape whilst we traverse 

it, I reconsider, understand and identify with this landscape, through the processes of walking, 

observation and making. ‘The Basin’ and ‘At the Still Point’ were created in response to my 

time spent traversing the arid regions surrounding Broken Hill, NSW. Specifi cally, this series 

responds to the dryness of the dams located on the Fowlers Gap Research Station. ‘At the Still 

Point’ eventuated from a range of sketches documenting the shapes and forms of the landscape. 

Working intuitively, I attempted to identify the contradictory nature, and possible essence of 

the region; its ability to be simultaneously still yet in a state of continual vibration. T.S Elliot 

eloquently described the nature of such experience, in his poem Burnt Norton, ‘At the still point 

of the turning world…there the dance is’. Through this print, I attempt to identify, understand, and 

reimagine the landscapes enigmatic energy.

Olivia Wilson, At the Still Point
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Kata Komlos

My work is a personal refl ection of what it means to identify as a female in today’s society where 

we are asked and in some cases forced to hide the things that are most natural and beautiful 

about us. I aim to poke fun at a culture that expects females to hide our breasts, rip away our 

pubes and feel ashamed if we don’t follow suit. ‘Flower Nitties’ and ‘Lady Garden’ attempt to 

reclaim the beauty, in the parts of ourselves which we have been told are ugly.

Kata Komlos, Flower Nitties
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Katherine Kennedy

Re-contextualising an ordinary (2D) cardboard object such as a beer coaster shows how a 

printed work can facilitate an interaction with everyday life. The throw-away nature of the 

coaster immortalised in bronze (book jackets) signifi es the enduring role alcohol plays in the 

lives of many as a social, relaxant, or emotional clutch. The concertina format indicates repetition 

which not only comments upon printmaking generally but also alcoholism, an issue many 

Australians can identify with.

Katherine Kennedy, Coaster Series
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Nick Santoro

Observation Record, as an image, is an end result for gestures captured whilst traversing the 

landscapes of the South Coast.

Through tracing shadows of tiny plants embedded in sand dunes, throwing stones at the plates 

with friends, scraping the plates along rock platforms between Coal cliff  and Stanwell park and 

working from both observed and imagined sources, this image contains part of the essence of my 

current state of being and is autobiographical of my experiences of living along the coast.  

Nick Santoro, Observation Record
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Negin Chahoud

Chahoud’s artistic concerns center on her emotional journey as a refugee from Iran. She gives 

voice to her courageous story through multi-layered works on paper, often incorporating motifs 

from the natural environment to create intricate, semi-abstract artworks. Chahoud creates 

works with a conceptual narrative on the subject of Iranian Islamic revolution and the eff ects on 

its people. Each piece not only showcases part of her history but also refl ects on her own inner 

journey.

Negin Chahoud, Yellow Brick Road 
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Laura Perritt

Both Waratah and Gymea Lilly feature an amalgamation of the female fi gure and Australian fl ora, 

exploring themes of gender identity within both a personal and historic framework.

Laura Perritt, Waratah
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Linda Seiff ert

Linda’s ceramics and broader arts practice commonly explores the transitional zones between 

the man-made and natural environment. Pondering the existing incongruity of these conditions 

as a symptom of our human separation from the natural world, and recognising the tenuous 

physical psychological and spiritual experience of navigating between these contrasting 

environments. At its heart Linda’s work refl ects on our relationship with the natural world & our 

place within it.

Enduring Matter imagines cycles of life, death and transformation, whilst contemplating coming 

to terms with the temporal and transient nature of the material world. In the quiet dark, the 

hidden spirit of nature awaits for the right moment to spring forth and reanimate the matter of 

the universe.  

Image: Keith Maxwell

Linda Steiff ert , Enduring Matter
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Mellissa Read-Devine

My home is amidst sandstone cliff s and native bushland. It is my inspiration and keeps me 

grounded in the natural. The boy in the image reminds me of childhood dreams and fears – this 

one is in a sulk due to desires thwarted, something my adult self is not yet free from. My private 

life is quiet, peaceful. There is nothing I would like better than sitting in the sun with a cup of tea, 

perhaps planning a new art project. Unfortunately other elements take precedent, evicting me 

from my quiet reveries and forcing me to stand up and get to work.

Mellissa Read-Devine, Usurper


